!"#$%&'(%))*&+%,*"()-*&+&".(%'/()#-+"/0#".(-1(2234(.&5'&6+%'$($-(7#%/&'5(8++-0'$(-1($9"(+*&"'$

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF BENEFICIAL OWNER AND DEPOSITORY PARTICIPANT AS
PRESCRIBED BY SEBI AND DEPOSITORIES
General Clause
!"# $%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#,(1#2%&#3&456+2507#4,02+*+4,(2#839:#6%,--#;&#;5<(1#;7#2%&#405=+6+5(6#5>#2%&#3&456+250+&6#?*2@#!AAB@#CD'E#
83&456+250+&6#,(1#9,02+*+4,(26:#F&G<-,2+5(6@#!AAB@#F<-&6#,(1#F&G<-,2+5(6#5>#C&*<0+2+&6#,(1#DH*%,(G&#'5,01#5>#E(1+,#8CD'E:@#I+0*<-,06J
K52+)*,2+5(6JL<+1&-+(&6# +66<&1# 2%&0&# <(1&0@# '7&# M,/6# ,(1# '<6+(&66# F<-&6J.4&0,2+(G# E(620<*2+5(6# +66<&1# ;7# 2%&# 3&456+250+&6# ,(1#
0&-&=,(2#(52+)*,2+5(6#5>#L5=&0(N&(2#?<2%50+2+&6#,6#N,7#;&#+(#>50*&#>05N#2+N&#25#2+N&"
O"# $%&#39#6%,--#54&(J,*2+=,2&#1&N,2#,**5<(2#5>#,#;&(&)*+,-#5/(&0#+(#2%&#1&456+2507#6762&N#5(-7#,>2&0#0&*&+42#5>#*5N4-&2&#?**5<(2#
54&(+(G#>50N@#PQI#,(1#6<44502+(G#15*<N&(26#,6#64&*+)&1#;7#CD'E#>05N#2+N&#25#2+N&"
:"'"6+&%*(;<'"#(&'1-#=%$&-'
R"# $%&#39#6%,--#N,+(2,+(#,--#2%&#1&2,+-6#5>#2%&#;&(&)*+,-#5/(&086:#,6#N&(2+5(&1#+(#2%&#,**5<(2#54&(+(G#>50N@#6<44502+(G#15*<N&(26#
6<;N+22&1#;7#2%&N#,(1J50#,(7#52%&0#+(>50N,2+5(#4&02,+(+(G#25#2%&#;&(&)*+,-#5/(&0#*5()1&(2+,--7#,(1#6%,--#(52#1+6*-56&#2%&#6,N&#
to any person except as required by any statutory, legal or regulatory authority in this regard.
S"# $%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#6%,--#+NN&1+,2&-7#(52+>7#2%&#39#+(#/0+2+(G@#+>#2%&0&#+6#,(7#*%,(G&#+(#1&2,+-6#405=+1&1#+(#2%&#,**5<(2#54&(+(G#
form as submitted to the DP at the time of opening the demat account or furnished to the DP from time to time.
3"".>(!9%#5".>7%#&11
T"# $%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#6%,--#4,7#6<*%#*%,0G&6#25#2%&#39#>50#2%&#4<0456&#5>#%5-1+(G#,(1#20,(6>&0#5>#6&*<0+2+&6#+(#1&N,2&0+,-+U&1#>50N#,(1#
>50#,=,+-+(G#1&456+2507#6&0=+*&6#,6#N,7#;&#,G0&&1#25#>05N#2+N&#25#2+N&#;&2/&&(#2%&#39#,(1#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#,6#6&2#5<2#+(#2%&#$,0+>>#
C%&&2#405=+1&1#;7#2%&#39"#E2#N,7#;&#+(>50N&1#25#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#2%,2#V(5#*%,0G&6#,0&#4,7,;-&#>50#54&(+(G#5>#1&N,2#,**5<(26W
B"# E(#*,6&#5>#',6+*#C&0=+*&6#3&N,2#?**5<(26@#2%&#39#6%,--#,1%&0&#25#2%&#*%,0G&#620<*2<0&#,6#-,+1#15/(#<(1&0#2%&#0&-&=,(2#CD'E#,(1J50#
3&456+2507#*+0*<-,06J1+0&*2+5(6J(52+)*,2+5(6#+66<&1#>05N#2+N&#25#2+N&"
7. The DP shall not increase any charges/tariff agreed upon unless it has given a notice in writing of not less than thirty days to the
'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#0&G,01+(G#2%&#6,N&"
?"=%$"#&%*&@%$&-'
X"# $%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#6%,--#%,=&#2%&#0+G%2#25#G&2#2%&#6&*<0+2+&6@#/%+*%#%,=&#;&&(#,1N+22&1#5(#2%&#3&456+250+&6@#1&N,2&0+,-+U&1#+(#2%&#
form and manner laid down under the Bye Laws, Business Rules and Operating Instructions of the depositories.
Separate Accounts
A"# $%&#39#6%,--#54&(#6&4,0,2&#,**5<(26#+(#2%&#(,N&#5>#&,*%#5>#2%&#;&(&)*+,-#5/(&06#,(1#6&*<0+2+&6#5>#&,*%#;&(&)*+,-#5/(&0#6%,--#;&#6&G0&G,2&1#
,(1#6%,--#(52#;&#N+H&1#<4#/+2%#2%&#6&*<0+2+&6#5>#52%&0#;&(&)*+,-#5/(&06#,(1J50#39Y6#5/(#6&*<0+2+&6#%&-1#+(#1&N,2&0+,-+U&1#>50N"
!Z"#$%&# 39# 6%,--# (52# >,*+-+2,2&# 2%&# '&(&)*+,-# ./(&0# 25# *0&,2&# 50# 4&0N+2# ,(7# 4-&1G&# ,(1# J50# %7452%&*,2+5(# 50# ,(7# 52%&0# +(2&0&62# 50#
&(*<N;0,(*&#5=&0#,--#50#,(7#5>#6<*%#6&*<0+2+&6#6<;N+22&1#>50#1&N,2&0+,-+U,2+5(#,(1J50#%&-1#+(#1&N,2#,**5<(2#&H*&42#+(#2%&#>50N#,(1#
N,((&0#40&6*0+;&1#+(#2%&#3&456+250+&6#?*2@#!AAB@#CD'E#83&456+250+&6#,(1#9,02+*+4,(26:#F&G<-,2+5(6@#!AAB#,(1#'7&[M,/6J.4&0,2+(G#
Instructions/Business Rules of the Depositories.
Transfer of Securities
!!"#$%&#39#6%,--#&>>&*2#20,(6>&0#25#,(1#>05N#2%&#1&N,2#,**5<(26#5>#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#5(-7#5(#2%&#;,6+6#5>#,(#501&0@#+(620<*2+5(@#
1+0&*2+5(#50#N,(1,2&#1<-7#,<2%50+U&1#;7#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#,(1#2%&#39#6%,--#N,+(2,+(#2%&#50+G+(,-#15*<N&(26#,(1#2%&#,<1+2#20,+-#
5>#6<*%#,<2%50+U,2+5(6"
!O"#$%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#0&6&0=&6#2%&#0+G%2#25#G+=&#62,(1+(G#+(620<*2+5(6#/+2%#0&G,01#25#2%&#*0&1+2+(G#5>#6&*<0+2+&6#+(#%+6#1&N,2#,**5<(2#
and the DP shall act according to such instructions.
Statement of account
!R"#$%&#39#6%,--#405=+1&#62,2&N&(26#5>#,**5<(26#25#2%&#;&(&)*+,-#5/(&0#+(#6<*%#>50N#,(1#N,((&0#,(1#,2#6<*%#2+N&#,6#,G0&&1#/+2%#2%&#
'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#,(1#,6#64&*+)&1#;7#CD'EJ1&456+2507#+(#2%+6#0&G,01"
14.However, if there is no transaction in the demat account, or if the balance has become Nil during the year, the DP shall send one
physical statement of holding annually to such BOs and shall resume sending the transaction statement as and when there is a
transaction in the account.
!T"#$%&#39#N,7#405=+1&#2%&#6&0=+*&6#5>#+66<+(G#2%&#62,2&N&(2#5>#1&N,2#,**5<(26#+(#,(#&-&*205(+*#N51&#+>#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#65#1&6+0&6"#
$%&#39#/+--#><0(+6%#25#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#2%&#62,2&N&(2#5>#1&N,2#,**5<(26#<(1&0#+26#1+G+2,-#6+G(,2<0&@#,6#G5=&0(&1#<(1&0#2%&#
Information Technology Act, 2000. However if the DP does not have the facility of providing the statement of demat account in
the electronic mode, then the Participant shall be obliged to forward the statement of demat accounts in physical form.
!B"#E(#*,6&#5>#',6+*#C&0=+*&6#3&N,2#?**5<(26@#2%&#39#6%,--#6&(1#2%&#20,(6,*2+5(#62,2&N&(26#,6#N,(1,2&1#;7#CD'E#,(1J50#3&456+2507#>05N#
time to time.
Manner of Closure of Demat account
!\"#$%&#39#6%,--#%,=&#2%&#0+G%2#25#*-56&#2%&#1&N,2#,**5<(2#5>#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0@#>50#,(7#0&,65(6#/%,265&=&0@#405=+1&1#2%&#39#%,6#
G+=&(#,#(52+*&#+(#/0+2+(G#5>#(52#-&66#2%,(#2%+027#1,76#25#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#,6#/&--#,6#25#2%&#3&456+2507"#C+N+-,0-7@#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#
Owner shall have the right to close his/her demat account held with the DP provided no charges are payable by him/her to the DP.
E(#6<*%#,(#&=&(2@#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#6%,--#64&*+>7#/%&2%&0#2%&#;,-,(*&6#+(#2%&+0#1&N,2#,**5<(2#6%5<-1#;&#20,(6>&00&1#25#,(52%&0#
1&N,2#,**5<(2#5>#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#%&-1#/+2%#,(52%&0#39#50#25#0&N,2&0+,-+U&#2%&#6&*<0+27#;,-,(*&6#%&-1"
!X"#',6&1#5(#2%&#+(620<*2+5(6#5>#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0@#2%&#39#6%,--#+(+2+,2&#2%&#405*&1<0&#>50#20,(6>&00+(G#6<*%#6&*<0+27#;,-,(*&6#50#
0&N,2&0+,-+U&#6<*%#6&*<0+27#;,-,(*&6#/+2%+(#,#4&0+51#5>#2%+027#1,76#,6#4&0#405*&1<0&#64&*+)&1#>05N#2+N&#25#2+N&#;7#2%&#1&456+2507"#
905=+1&1#><02%&0@#*-56<0&#5>#1&N,2#,**5<(2#6%,--#(52#,>>&*2#2%&#0+G%26@#-+,;+-+2+&6#,(1#5;-+G,2+5(6#5>#&+2%&0#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#50#
the DP and shall continue to bind the parties to their satisfactory completion.
Default in payment of charges

!A"#E(#&=&(2#5>#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#*5NN+22+(G#,#1&>,<-2#+(#2%&#4,7N&(2#5>#,(7#,N5<(2#405=+1&1#+(#I-,<6&#T#]#B#/+2%+(#,#4&0+51#5>#2%+027#
1,76#>05N#2%&#1,2&#5>#1&N,(1@#/+2%5<2#40&^<1+*&#25#2%&#0+G%2#5>#2%&#39#25#*-56&#2%&#1&N,2#,**5<(2#5>#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0@#2%&#
39#N,7#*%,0G&#+(2&0&62#,2#,#0,2&#,6#64&*+)&1#;7#2%&#3&456+2507#>05N#2+N&#25#2+N&#>50#2%&#4&0+51#5>#6<*%#1&>,<-2"
OZ"#E(#*,6&#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#%,6#>,+-&1#25#N,_&#2%&#4,7N&(2#5>#,(7#5>#2%&#,N5<(26#,6#405=+1&1#+(#I-,<6&#T]B#64&*+)&1#,;5=&@#
2%&#39#,>2&0#G+=+(G#2/5#1,76#(52+*&#25#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#6%,--#%,=&#2%&#0+G%2#25#6254#405*&66+(G#5>#+(620<*2+5(6#5>#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#
Owner till such time he makes the payment along with interest, if any.
Liability of the Depository
O!"#?6#4&0#C&*2+5(#!B#5>#3&456+250+&6#?*2@#!AAB@
# !"# `+2%5<2#40&^<1+*&#25#2%&#405=+6+5(6#5>#,(7#52%&0#-,/#>50#2%&#2+N&#;&+(G#+(#>50*&@#,(7#-566#*,<6&1#25#2%&#;&(&)*+,-#5/(&0#1<&#
25#2%&#(&G-+G&(*&#5>#2%&#1&456+2507#50#2%&#4,02+*+4,(2@#2%&#1&456+2507#6%,--#+(1&N(+>7#6<*%#;&(&)*+,-#5/(&0"
# O"# `%&0&#2%&#-566#1<&#25#2%&#(&G-+G&(*&#5>#2%&#4,02+*+4,(2#<(1&0#I-,<6&#8!:#,;5=&@#+6#+(1&N(+)&1#;7#2%&#1&456+2507@#2%&#1&456+2507#
shall have the right to recover the same from such participant.
Freezing/ Defreezing of accounts
OO"#$%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#N,7#&H&0*+6&#2%&#0+G%2#25#>0&&U&J1&>0&&U&#%+6J%&0#1&N,2#,**5<(2#N,+(2,+(&1#/+2%#2%&#39#+(#,**501,(*&#/+2%#
the procedure and subject to the restrictions laid down under the Bye Laws and Business Rules/Operating Instructions.
OR"#$%&#39#50#2%&#3&456+2507#6%,--#%,=&#2%&#0+G%2#25#>0&&U&J1&>0&&U&#2%&#,**5<(26#5>#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&06#5(#0&*&+42#5>#+(620<*2+5(6#
received from any regulator or court or any statutory authority.
Redressal of Investor grievance
OS#$%&#39#6%,--#0&10&66#,--#G0+&=,(*&6#5>#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#,G,+(62#2%&#39#/+2%+(#,#4&0+51#5>#2%+027#1,76#>05N#2%&#1,2&#5>#0&*&+42#5>#
the complaint.
Authorized representative
OT"#E>#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#+6#,#;517#*50450,2&#50#,#-&G,-#&(2+27@#+2#6%,--@#,-5(G#/+2%#2%&#,**5<(2#54&(+(G#>50N@#><0(+6%#25#2%&#39@#,#-+62#
5>#5>)*+,-6#,<2%50+U&1#;7#+2@#/%5#6%,--#0&40&6&(2#,(1#+(2&0,*2#5(#+26#;&%,->#/+2%#2%&#9,02+*+4,(2"#?(7#*%,(G&#+(#6<*%#-+62#+(*-<1+(G#
additions, deletions or alterations thereto shall be forthwith communicated to the Participant.
Law and Jurisdiction
OB"#E(#,11+2+5(#25#2%&#64&*+)*#0+G%26#6&2#5<2#+(#2%+6#15*<N&(2@#2%&#39#,(1#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#5/(&0#6%,--#;&#&(2+2-&1#25#&H&0*+6&#,(7#52%&0#
0+G%26#/%+*%#2%&#39#50#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#N,7#%,=&#<(1&0#2%&#F<-&6@#'7&#M,/6#,(1#F&G<-,2+5(6#5>#2%&#0&64&*2+=&#3&456+2507#+(#
which the demat account is opened and circulars/notices issued there under or Rules and Regulations of SEBI.
O\"#$%&#405=+6+5(6#5>#2%+6#15*<N&(2#6%,--#,-/,76#;&#6<;^&*2#25#L5=&0(N&(2#(52+)*,2+5(@#,(7#0<-&6@#0&G<-,2+5(6@#G<+1&-+(&6#,(1#*+0*<-,06J#
(52+*&6#+66<&1#;7#CD'E#,(1#F<-&6@#F&G<-,2+5(6#,(1#'7&[-,/6#5>#2%&#0&-&=,(2#3&456+2507@#/%&0&#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#N,+(2,+(6#%+6J#
her account, that may be in force from time to time.
OX"#$%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#,(1#2%&#39#6%,--#,;+1&#;7#2%&#,0;+20,2+5(#,(1#*5(*+-+,2+5(#405*&1<0&#40&6*0+;&1#<(1&0#2%&#'7&[-,/6#5>#2%&#
1&456+2507#,(1#2%,2#6<*%#405*&1<0&#6%,--#;&#,44-+*,;-&#25#,(7#1+64<2&6#;&2/&&(#2%&#39#,(1#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0"
OA"#`5016#,(1#&H40&66+5(6#/%+*%#,0&#<6&1#+(#2%+6#15*<N&(2#;<2#/%+*%#,0&#(52#1&)(&1#%&0&+(#6%,--#<(-&66#2%&#*5(2&H2#52%&0/+6&#0&a<+0&6@#
have the same meanings as assigned thereto in the Rules, Bye-laws and Regulations and circulars/notices issued there under by the
depository and /or SEBI
RZ"#?(7#*%,(G&6#+(#2%&#0+G%26#,(1#5;-+G,2+5(6#/%+*%#,0&#64&*+)&1#;7#CD'EJ3&456+250+&6#6%,--#,-65#;&#;05<G%2#25#2%&#(52+*&#5>#2%&#*-+&(26#
at once.
31.If the rights and obligations of the parties hereto are altered by virtue of change in Rules and regulations of SEBI or Bye-laws, Rules
,(1#F&G<-,2+5(6#5>#2%&#0&-&=,(2#3&456+2507@#/%&0&#2%&#'&(&)*+,-#./(&0#N,+(2,+(6#%+6J%&0#,**5<(2@#6<*%#*%,(G&6#6%,--#;&#1&&N&1#
25#%,=&#;&&(#+(*50450,2&1#%&0&+(#+(#N51+)*,2+5(#5>#2%&#0+G%26#,(1#5;-+G,2+5(6#5>#2%&#4,02+&6#N&(2+5(&1#+(#2%+6#15*<N&(2"

